The Doctrine Of The Invisible Hero
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I. Definition: An Invisible Hero is a spiritually mature Church Age believer who uses the invisible assets & invisible divine power provided by God to execute the Protocol Plan of God, brings glory to God in the Angelic Conflict & has an invisible impact on human history.

II. Unique Factor of the Church Age

A. The Baptism of the Spirit
B. The Protocol Plan of God
C. Equal Privilege & Equal Oppurtunity
D. The Portfolio of Invisible Assets
E. The Unique Royal Commissions
F. The Unique Mystery Doctrine
G. The Indwelling of the Trinity
H. 100% Availability of Divine Power
I. No Prophecy
J. Invisible Heroship

III. The Dispensation of the Invisible Hero

A. The Church Age is the dispensation of the Invisible Hero.
B. God’s objective in the dispensation of the Church Age is to produce Invisible Heroes who have an invisible impact on history.
C. The word dispensation is a technical theological word for a period of human history from God’s viewpoint.
D. Dispensations are the divine interpretation of history.
E. Dispensations are the divine categories of human history.
   There are 6 dispensations divided into 3 categories.
   1. The first category is the Theocentric dispensations.
   2. Theo meaning “God” & centric meaning “center,” thus “God-centered.”
   3. There are 2 theocentric dispensations:
      a. Gentiles: Adam to the Exodus
F. The 2nd category is the Christocentric dispensations or “Christ-centered” dispensations.
   1. There are 2 Christocentric dispensations:
      a. Hypostatic Union: Birth of Christ to His Death & Resurrection
      b. Church Age: Pentecost to the Rapture.
G. The 3rd category is the Eschatological dispensations.
   1. Eschatological comes from the word eschatology which the study of future dispensations after the Rapture.
   2. There are 2 Eschatological dispensations:
      a. Tribulation: After the Rapture to the 2nd Advent of Christ
      b. Millennium: The 2nd Advent to the Last Judgement & destruction of the earth.
H. The Church Age is the dispensation of Invisible Heroes.
I. The Theocentric dispensations had visible heroes such as Moses & David.
J. The Eschatological dispensations will have visible heroes such as the 2 witnesses (Rev. 11:3-12), & the 144,000 Jewish evangelists (Rev. 7:4-8) in the Tribulation.
K. The believers in the Theocentric dispensations fought a visible enemy.
L. The believers in the Eschatological dispensations will fight a visible enemy.
M. Believers in the Church Age fight an invisible enemy, Satan & the kingdom of darkness (Eph. 6:12).
N. The Church Age is the dispensation of invisible warfare with the kingdom of darkness.
O. The Church Age is the greatest dispensation in human history!
P. It is the greatest dispensation by virtue of what God has done for the Church Age believer.
Q. The believer in the Church Age has been given invisible assets & invisible power to fight this war.
R. This is the greatest dispensation because we have been given more power than any other dispensation in history!

IV. Invisible Hero & Mystery Doctrine
A. Bible Doctrine is the Word of God!
B. Bible Doctrine is the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2:16)!
C. The Word is God (John 1:1-2)!
D. If you want to know how the Lord Jesus Christ thinks you must learn His Word!
E. God has given Mystery Doctrine to the Church Age believer!
F. Mystery Doctrine is not found in the Old Testament Scriptures!
G. Mystery Doctrine is found in the New Testament Scriptures (John 14-17; Rom. 16:25-27; 1 Cor. 2:7; 4:1; 15:51-52; Eph. 1:9; 3:1-6, 8-9; 5:28-32; 6:19; Col. 1:25-27; 2:1-2; 4:2-3; 1 Tim. 3:16)!
H. Mystery Doctrine has been given to the Church Age & no other dispensation!
I. Mystery Doctrine is Bible Doctrine that was not known to Old Testament saints!
J. Mystery Doctrine is God's game plan for the Church Age!
K. Mystery Doctrine is designed to produce Winners & Invisible Heroes!
L. Mystery Doctrine is God's set of instructions for the Church Age believer which teach him how to become an Invisible Hero!
M. The spiritual gift of Pastor-Teacher was designed to communicate Mystery Doctrine to the Church Age believer!
N. You cannot learn Mystery Doctrine without a Pastor-Teacher (Eph. 4:16)!
O. You cannot become an Invisible Hero without a Pastor-Teacher!
P. The Pastor-Teacher is the means by which God communicates the Mystery Doctrine for the Church Age!
Q. The Pastor-Teacher is the communicator of Mystery Doctrine!
R. God the Holy Spirit is our teacher of Mystery Doctrine (John 16:7-11; 1 Cor. 2:1-16)!
S. Perception, metabolization & application of Mystery Doctrine will produce an Invisible Hero!
T. Perception means that you hear the Word of God from your Pastor-Teacher (Rom. 10:17)!
U. Perception means that you put your spiritual food in your mouth & chew it!
V. Metabolization means that you believe what the Word of God has to say!
W. Metabolization means that you swallow that spiritual food & digest where it becomes spiritual energy!
X. Application means that you use the Word of God in your experiences in life!
Y. You cannot grow up spiritually without Mystery Doctrine as your spiritual food!

V. Invisible Hero & Invisible Power

A. The same power that the humanity of Christ used to glorify God at the Cross in the Angelic Conflict & which brought salvation to mankind has been given to the Church Age believer!
B. Bible Doctrine
   1. The Church Age believer has been given Bible Doctrine, the Word of God!
   2. The Word of God is alive & powerful (Heb. 4:12!)
   3. The Word of God holds the universe together (Heb. 1:3!)
   4. The Lord Jesus Christ is the Word of God or Bible Doctrine (Rev. 19:13; John 1:1-2, 1:14!)
   5. Bible Doctrine will live forever (1 Pet. 1:25; Isa. 40:8!)
   6. The Word of God created the heavens & the earth (John 1:3; Col. 1:16!)
   7. Everything was created by the Word of God (Heb. 11:3!)
   8. There is power in Bible Doctrine (Psa. 33:6a; Heb. 1:3a; 4:12a; 11:3a; 2 Pet. 3:5!)
   9. Bible Doctrine & divine power are directly related (Phil. 3:10-11; 2 Cor. 6:7!)
   10. Applying Bible Doctrine in your life will enable you to experience the power of God (Eph. 1:18-19!)
C. Omnipotence of God the Holy Spirit
   1. The Church Age believer also has the omnipotence of God the Holy Spirit at their disposal!
   2. The same power that raised our Lord from the dead will raise the Church Age believer from the dead (Rom. 8:11!)
   3. The believer is permanently indwelt by God the Holy Spirit at the moment of salvation (Rom. 8:11; 1 Cor. 3:16; 6:19-20!)
   4. The believer is temporarily filled with the Spirit!
   5. The Filling of the Spirit is lost through any mental, verbal or overt sin!
   6. It is regained through Rebound (1 John 1:9!)
   7. The Filling of the Spirit is essential to executing the Plan of God!
   8. You cannot become an Invisible Hero if you are not Filled with the Spirit!
   9. The Filling of the Spirit is God the Holy Spirit controlling your soul & not the old sin nature!
   10. The Filling of the Spirit enables the believer to learn Bible Doctrine!
   11. An Invisible Hero is someone who is Filled with the Spirit & applies Bible Doctrine!
D. New Spiritual Species
   1. The New Spiritual Species is a result of the Baptism of the Spirit & Regeneration!
   2. The Church Age believer has been created a New Spiritual Species in order to use divine power!
   3. The Church Age believer has been given a divine nature to offset the power of the old sin nature (2 Pet. 1:4!)
   4. This divine nature can only use divine power!
   5. Only this divine nature or new nature can please God!
   6. Church Age believers are the only believers in human history that have a divine nature in them!
   7. The Church Age believer that lives in the divine or new nature will become an Invisible Hero!
   8. You cannot use the divine nature without knowledge of Mystery Doctrine!
   9. You cannot use the divine nature if you are not Filled with the Spirit!
10. Living in the New Spiritual Species & operating under the power of the Filling of the Spirit produces an Invisible Hero!

VI. Invisible Hero & Invisible Assets

A. God the Father in eternity past gave every Church Age believer under the principles of Equal Privilege & Equal Opportunity Invisible Assets in which to become Invisible Heroes (Eph. 1:3)!
B. The believer who learns Mystery Doctrine will know about these invisible assets!
C. There are 4 categories of Invisible assets:
   1. Primary
   2. Secondary
   3. Personal
   4. Unique.
D. Primary Assets:
   1. Baptism of the Spirit
   2. Plan of God
   3. Equal Privilege & Equal Opportunity
   4. Royal Commissions
   5. Mystery Doctrine
   6. Indwelling of the Trinity
   7. Divine Omnipotence.
E. Secondary Assets are those assets which are a result of using your Primary Assets!
F. You take what God has given you & multiply it!
G. Personal Assets refer to the use of your spiritual gift which everyone has been given!
H. Unique Assets refer to the Indwelling of the Trinity which is unique by virtue of the fact that no other believers in history have been indwelt by all 3 members of the Trinity!
I. Consistent use of your invisible assets will result in you becoming an Invisible Hero who brings blessing to themselves, their family, friends, country, other nations & an impact in the Angelic Conflict!

VII. Invisible Hero & Suffering for Blessing

A. The believer who wants to become an Invisible Hero must go through suffering in this life!
B. This suffering is for blessing & not for discipline!
C. God disciplines believers who fall away from Bible Doctrine (Heb. 12:5-11)!
D. Most believers suffer because they make bad decisions & therefore suffer the consequences for those bad decisions!
E. The believer who is executing the Plan of God & learning Bible Doctrine will go through suffering which is undeserved (1 Thess. 3:4)!
F. It is called undeserved because they did not bring this suffering upon themselves (1 Pet. 2:19-20; 2 Cor. 1:6)!
G. Suffering for Blessing is designed to build up your spiritual muscles & make you an Invisible Hero who is blessed by God & brings glory to Him in the Angelic Conflict!
H. It is a privilege to suffer for Christ (Phil. 1:29; 3:10; 1 Pet. 3:14)!
I. Suffering for Blessing is for the spiritual adult & not the spiritual child!
J. Spiritual Adulthood comes in 3 stages:
   1. Spiritual Self-Esteem
   2. Spiritual Independence
   3. Spiritual Maturity!
K. Suffering for Blessing is for the believer who consistently perceives, metabolizes & applies Bible Doctrine!
L. Suffering for Blessing is for the believer who knows & understands the Mystery Doctrine for
the Church Age!
M. Suffering for Blessing comes in 3 categories:
   1. Providential Preventive Suffering
   2. Momentum Testing
   3. Evidence Testing
N. Providential Preventive Suffering prevents the believer in spiritual self-esteem from getting
   arrogant & is designed to bring the believer to spiritual independence!
O. There are 4 categories of Momentum Testing:
   1. People Testing
   2. Thought Testing
   3. System Testing
   4. Disaster Testing.
P. Momentum Testing is for the believer in spiritual independence & is designed to bring them to
   spiritual maturity!
Q. Evidence Testing is exclusively for the believer who has reached spiritual maturity!
R. Evidence Testing is for the believer who has been entered by God into the Rebuttal Phase of
   Satan's Appeal Trial as a witness for the Prosecution!

VIII. Invisible Hero & the 10 Problem Solving Devices

A. Invisible Heroes are believers who use the 10 Problem Solving Devices!
B. God has given answers to all of our problems!
C. There is no problem that God does not have an answer for!
D. The Problem Solving Devices can only be learned through perception, metabolization &
   application of Bible Doctrine!
E. The 10 Problem Solving Devices:
   1. Rebound: Bouncing back from sin by admitting sin to God the Father!
   2. Filling of the Spirit: The means of executing the Plan of God!
   3. Faith Rest Drill: Claiming the promises of God & resting in them!
   4. Grace Orientation: Everything we have is attributed to the grace of God!
   5. Doctrinal Orientation: Bible Doctrine is real to you!
   6. Personal Sense of Destiny: God has a plan for your life!
   7. Personal Love for God the Father: Learning about your invisible assets!
   8. Impersonal love for all mankind: Love based upon your integrity!
   9. Sharing the Contentment of God: You have God's happiness!
   10. Occupation with the Lord Jesus Christ: Occupation with Who He is & What He did for us!
F. An Invisible Hero is someone who can solve their own problems with the Word of God!

IX. Invisible Hero & Invisible Warfare

A. The Invisible Hero fights an invisible war with an invisible enemy!
B. The enemy is Satan & the kingdom of darkness!
C. Satan & the kingdom of darkness use the Cosmic System to distract the believer away from
   the Plan of God!
D. The kingdom of darkness tries to wear down the believer so that they quit on God (Dan. 7:25)!
E. The kingdom of darkness wants you to think like Satan & to doubt God!
F. The battleground for this invisible war is your soul which is invisible!
G. The kingdom of darkness & the kingdom of God are fighting over your soul!
H. God wants control of your soul & so does Satan & the kingdom of darkness!
I. The believer’s enemy is not other believers nor is it the unbeliever (Eph. 6:12)!
J. The believer’s enemy is not human beings!
K. The believer’s enemy is the unseen enemy called the kingdom of darkness!
L. This invisible warfare is based upon thinking!
M. God’s viewpoint versus Satanic viewpoint!
N. Satan wants you to doubt God & to think that God won’t take care of you!
O. Satan wants you to worry & to live in fear!
P. Satan wants to make you a slave to fear (Heb. 2:15)!
Q. God wants to set you free from fear & worry.
R. He does this through Bible Doctrine (John 8:32)!
S. The Invisible Hero takes every thought captive by being obedient to Bible Doctrine, the mind of Christ (2 Cor. 10:5)!
T. The Invisible Hero
   1. Rejects Satanic Viewpoint which is evil!
   2. Understands what Satanic Viewpoint is & what evil is!
   3. Understands what evil & Satanic viewpoint is through cognition of Bible Doctrine!
   4. Understands that God has a purpose when he suffers unjustly!
   5. Doesn’t complain or blame God or people when things go wrong!
U. The kingdom of darkness will try to take the believer away from the Plan of God by using other believers, family, friends.
   1. The humanity of Christ had to deal with this problem (Matt. 16:21-23)!
   2. Satan tried to use Peter to stop our Lord from going to the Cross!
   3. In the garden of Gethsemane, the kingdom of darkness put tremendous pressure on the humanity of Christ (Matt. 26:36-46; Luke 22:39-46)!
   4. They were trying to stop the humanity of Christ from going to the Cross!
   5. The humanity of Christ had to learn obedience from the things that He suffered (Heb. 5:7-9)!
   6. The humanity of Christ was obedient to the Father’s plan even in the midst of the most suffering that any man has ever had to endure (Luke 22:42)!
V. The Invisible Hero follows the example of our Lord in Hypostatic Union who used Bible Doctrine to fight Satan (Matt. 4:1-11)!
W. The Church Age believers weapons are invisible!
X. The Church Age believer is to put on the full armor of God to resist Satan & the kingdom of darkness (Eph. 6:11)!
Y. The Church Age believer is to use the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God to fight the kingdom of darkness (Eph. 6:17)!
Z. The believer is to use the shield of faith which is the Faith Rest Drill (Eph. 6:16)!
X. Invisible Hero & Invisible Impact on human & angelic history

A. The Invisible Hero has an invisible impact on human & angelic history!
B. Angels are viewing human history (Luke 15:10; 1 Cor. 4:9)!
C. The angels desire to learn Mystery Doctrine from Church Age believers (1 Pet. 1:12)!
D. The Invisible Hero has an invisible impact in 4 categories.
   1. Personal Impact: Blessing by association with a mature believer!
   2. National Impact: Blessing by association with the Pivot of mature believers in a client nation!
   3. International Impact: Blessing by association with a spiritually mature missionary!
   4. Angelic Impact: The mature believer passes Evidence Testing & becomes a witness for the Prosecution in the Rebuttal Phase of Satan’s Appeal Trial!
E. An Invisible Hero can change the course of history!
F. The humanity of Christ, the 1st Invisible Hero, changed the course of human history by dying on the Cross for the sins of the world!
G. The apostle Paul who also was an Invisible Hero changed the course of history through his missionary work & New Testament writings which are with us today!
H. We can have this 4 fold invisible impact on human history by executing the Plan of God!
I. Invisible Heroes are described as the “salt of the earth” (Matt. 5:13)!
J. They are the “lights of the world” (Matt. 5:14)!
K. Invisible Heroes are like a “city on a hill” (Matt. 5:14)!
L. God who is invisible & the elect angels who are invisible can see the invisible impact that the Invisible Hero has on human & angelic history!

XI. Invisible Hero & Rewards

A. There are rewards awaiting the believer in heaven!
B. These rewards are for the Invisible Hero who reached spiritual maturity in time!
C. The believer will receive these rewards at the Bema Seat Evaluation of Christ (1 Cor. 3:11-14; 2 Cor. 5:10)!
D. Invisible Heroes will receive the “crown of righteousness” (2 Tim. 4:7-8)!
E. The Pastor-Teacher who is faithful in communicating Bible Doctrine will receive a “crown of glory” (1 Pet. 5:4; 1 Thess. 2:19-20; 1 Cor. 9:24-27)!
F. Invisible Heroes will receive the “order of the morning star” which is a translucent uniform of glory over the resurrection body (Rev. 3:4)!
G. Our Lord had this uniform of glory at His Transfiguration (Matt. 17:1-13)!
H. Invisible Heroes will receive the order of the new Knighthood!
I. Invisible Heroes will receive a new title in the Lamb’s Book of Life!
J. They will rule with Christ in the Millennium (Rom. 5:17; 2 Tim. 2:12; Rev. 3:21; 2:26)!
K. The Invisible Heroes name will be recorded in the permanent historical record section of heaven (Rev. 3:12)!
L. The Invisible Hero will be remembered forever throughout all of eternity as someone who executed God’s plan for their life while on planet earth!